~TRADITIONAL SIDAMA BAMBOO HUTS~

TAFESE ENTERPRISE
The SIDAMA region in the deep south of Ethiopia stretches from Lake Abaya to Lake Awassa. Amidst the huge shady forest trees and delicious coffee plantations on the green mountain slopes grows a very strong bamboo, which is used for the very typical and traditional Sidama BAMBOO HUTS. The building of these huts requires a specific skill, which only few people still master.

TAFESE ENTERPRISE can offer you these unique bamboo huts and other bamboo building solutions upon your customised request.

TAFESE ENTERPRISES OFFERS YOU:

- LOCAL PRODUCTS
- HIGH QUALITY
- TRADITIONAL ARTISAN SKILLS
- SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT
- CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Interested in traditional Sidama bamboo huts or bamboo furniture?

Your choice is our offer:

- Our bamboo huts can be delivered in the size of your choice, usually between 6 and 12 meters diameter
- Our bamboo huts can be supplied with electricity, water and other necessities of your choice
- Our bamboo huts can be decorated with strong and charming bamboo furniture according to the design of your choice

We also renovate your Sidama bamboo huts
Would you like to visit our bamboo farm?

Come and visit our bamboo farm in the beautiful Sidama region. Enjoy our hospitality, fresh local food, a traditional coffee ceremony and much more.

Please call us to discuss your desired arrangements.

CONTACT TAFESE ENTERPRISE

Tafese Mekuria G/ mariam
Kebele Loya, Finchewa
Sidama, Ethiopia
+251 (0) 916 16 06 88